Estimating the "steric clash" at cis peptide bonds.
To account for the scarcity of cis peptide bonds in proteins, especially in nonproline (or secondary amide) cases, a steric-clash argument is often put forward, in a scheme where the R lateral chains are facing parallel one another, and the backbone is kept in an "all- trans"-like arrangement. Although such a steric conflict can be partly relieved through proper adjustment of the backbone dihedral angles, one can try to estimate its associated energy cost. To this end, quantum-chemistry approaches using a differential-torsion protocol and bond-separation-energy analyses are applied to N-ethyl propionamide CH3-CH2-CO-NH-CH2-CH3, regarded as a model capable of exhibiting C beta...C beta interaction as in alanine succession. The calculations provide an increment of 9 kcal/mol, quite close to that obtained in the nearly isostere (gsg) rotamer of n-hexane (10 kcal/mol), suggesting the local effects induced by methyl-methyl contact are similar in both cases. Analogous treatments on larger radicals as encountered in leucine or phenylalanine dimers do not change this increment much, which therefore defines the basic reference per-plaque quota to be overcome along all- cis chains. Explicit modeling indicated it can be reduced by up to a factor of 4.